Enchanted Fantasies Figurines
“Mermaids”
The figurines in these photos are available now. Pages are updated as soon as possible. If you are
interested in ordering, please send an email to make sure what you are interested in has not been recently
sold, to get a quote on price with shipping, or get more information on the item. Please mention which page
and photo number the item is. Use the (+) and (-) icons on the bottom of the PDF page to enlarge the
photos. If you would like more or larger photos please email me: KandiceCrusat@gmail.com
Payment by PayPal or personal check only
Prices do not include shipping which is 25% of the price of the figurine.
Photo #1 - Mermaid Night Light
10” high, 10” wide - $149.
There is a electric night light inside the ceramic shell
and base that lights it up.

Photo # 2 - Tiny Mermaids on a Turtle, Seahorse or Dolphin - 2”- 3” high - $78. each

Photo # 3 - Tiny Mermaids in or on real shells - 1”- 2” high and wide - $78. each
Tiny Mermaid at left is in a real shell coin purse that opens and closes for a sweet surprise.

Photo # 4 - Tiny Mermaid Ladies in a real shells - 6” wide - $88. each

Photo # 5 - Tiny Mermaid Babies in Ceramic Shell Container - 2” wide - $78. each

Photo # 6 - Large Mermaids and Merman - 6” high - $158. each

Photo # 7 - Medium Mermaids 4” high - $88. each
Second from left is a Mermaid Shelf Sitter is made to sit on a flat surface. She is reading a book
titled “Surfing the Web.” She has a computer keyboard and a mouse.

Photo #8 Small Mermaids - 3” high - $66. each

Photo # 8
Cute little Stocking Stuffer: Fairy Dust Containers
Topped with real shells and Swarovski Rhinestones,
these little shell containers are 1 1/2” wide.
Shell container - $20. plus 20% shipping. Includes one
package of fairy dust.
Extra Fairy Dust $5. each plus shipping
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